I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions has appropriated many of the physical problems, mathematical methods, and personnel that had earlier been associated with current algebra. However, there is still lacking a unified theoretical framework, which would incorporate the best features of current algebra and gauge theories, Our need for such a synthesis is increasingly urgent, for a number of reasons:
(I) It is essential to be able to apply the gauge theories to processes involving hadrons, especially because the greater part of our experimental information about the weak interactions comes to us from semileptonic processes. Most of the work along this line so far has simply used lowest-order perturbation theory, ignoring the strong interactions altogether. Eventually, if we want to do reliable quantitative calculations, we are going to have to include effects of the strong interactions, and it appears that current algebra is the only tool available for this purpose.
(2) There appears to be a conflict between the assumptions made in current algebra and the gauge theories as to the origin of the broken symmetries of the strong interactions. In current algebra, it is assumed that the strong interactions obey a group of aPProximate global symmetries, such as chiral SU(2)I3SU(2) or SU(3)SU (3) , which are spontaneously broken down to isospin and hypercharge conservation; in consequence, the pion and perhaps other spin-zero mesons must have low mass and satisfy approximate low-energy theorems, more or less like Goldstone (c) a set of spin-zero fields with strong Yukawa couplings to the fermions'; or (d) any combinations of (a), (b), and (c).
It turns out that our work is very much simplified if we adopt case (a) , and in the present paper it will be explicitly assumed that the only hadron fields in the Lagrangian are spin--, ' baryons or quarks plus a neutral vector gluon. We shall see that the inclusion of other strongly interacting fields [as in cases (b) , (c), or (d)] would raise serious obstacles to the resolution of some of the four problems listed above.
In addition to the strongly interacting fermion and gluon fields, the Lagrangian must contain a set of spin-I gauge fields and a set of spin-0 fields ( e~h) (h) =(h'+~.') ', , + (e"~), (-e, h ), (h'). 
follows, we shall keep $ arbitrary, and will check explicitly that all observable results are t'-independent.
The strong interaction part of the Lagrangian in this theory may be simply identified as that part of the Lagrangian which survives when we neglect all quantities of order e or smaller:
with m given by (2.1V). [Recall that (2.18) (3), and the fermions form an octet whose masses arise from the vacuum expectation values of an octet and a singlet of scalar fields, then the bare masses will be subject to the Gell-Mann-Okubo rule:
In consequence, the renormalized masses will be subject to a g~-dependent constraint: (3.4) The strong interactions wi11 be taken into account by using a "strong Heisenberg representation, " in which the hadron fields Ic) and B"obey equations of motion and commutation relations dictated by the strong-interaction part of (2.1}: g",.", =-Ity)'(S"+t g, a")q (t)my , '-G""G)'-" -', m, 'a"-a)'. (3 5) In this representation, the currents (3.2) and (3.3) obey the conservation law (assuming the cancellation of all Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomalies} s"z""=-t(e"x),s, and the commutation relations
[J0(x, t), s, (y, t)] = f3(x-y)(e")"s, (y, t), (3.6) (3.V) (3.3) where "S. T. " denotes Schwinger terms, assumed here to be c-numbers. (In theories with strongly interacting spin-0 fields, there are q-number Schwinger terms and seagull terms, and in addition the I' products below must be replaced with 7* products. I have checked that gauge and Lorentz invariance are achieved in such theories through cancellations among these three complications. }
The diagrams for Ger fall in three general classes, shown in Fig. 1 . Those diagrams in which a gauge boson is exchanged between two currents give a contribution 2 2 =(22) 2 (2 -2 ) fk FI'F""F"(k)k"" '2"(2),
Those diagrams in which a spin-0 boson is exchanged between a pair of currents give a contribution (3.10) 
(3.14) (3.15) We must now combine (3.9), (3.11), and (3.13) into a $-independent formula for 5Szz. To this end, we note that the conservation and commutation relations (3.6)-(3.8) impose a relation on the matrix elements (3.1O), (S.12), and (3.14):
We can use this result to rewrite (3.9) as a sum of three terms: 5~SFI 5~iSFI+ 5~2SFI+ 5&3SFI of which the first is just the contribution of the g""part of 6: (3.17) (3.18) (3.19) and the second and third are the contributions of the k"k"part of 6", arising from the first and second terms in (3.16): 6",S, = -(2w)'(1 -]) 6'(P"P)(8 z), (e-,z), d k 6 "'(k)((k-'+ p') '($ k'+ g') ') "8, (3.20) 6",S, =-(2v)'(1-t)6'(P, -P, )(e, e.~), Sf (3.21) [The last term in (3.16 ) drops out in a symmetric integration. j Also, the P-exchange term (3.11) 8~( 3.24) Finally, the tadpole term (3.13) may be written rSFI = 5r~SFI+ 5r2SFIw here (3.25) il,s = (kw)'ll (P -P )}F, . M ',.
We can now put together the separate parts of 5S into gauge-invariant combinations, using the identity
In this way, (3.20) and (3.24) combine to give
while (3.21) and (3.27) combine to give 6", 9"-=6",9"6"9"= (29)'6'(P, -P, ) }9, 
6FM'' fw f 2 l (2 M}((29}'(dw(6)), -6(999)2fFd9(kk) (3.31) IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE
MATRIX ELEMENTS
We shall now analyze the asymptotic behavior as k-~of the matrix elements FP~8"(k) and 3'"~(k). The results will be used in Sec. V to show explicitly how the divergences cancel in the second-order corrections to "natural" zeroth-order symmetry relations, and in Sec. VI to pick out the parts of the finite weak-interaction corrections which are comparable in strength to the electromagnetic corrections.
We are eventually going to do a Wick rotation before integrating over k, so it is sufficient for our purposes to consider the asymptotic behavior of the F (k) with k' imaginary: k =ik, . We shall let the Euclidean modulus z go to infinity, where )(:"x(powers of Inc), (4.3) where n is just the "naive" dimensionality of the bridge-current matrix element (rgot the whole matrix element):
with fixed direction k" /)(. According to a general theorem, " which was proved long ago in order to supply a missing element in the renormalization program, the 5-matrix elements are given for sc-~b y a sum of terms, in each of which the two J or S currents are connected to the hadrons in the states I', I by a "bridge, " consisting of a number of elementary particle lines. (Figure 2 presents examples of this structure; the bridges shown are those which will eventually turn out to dominate the asymptotic behavior for g-~. ) For a given bridge consisting of I' fermion lines and C gluon lines, the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding term in 3'(k) is at most For our present purposes, we will need to employ a refined version of the above bridge analysis"provided by Wilson' We will also need information about the dependence of the Uand V functions on the fermion mass matrix m. To be specific, we should like to argue that as long as we are only interested in terms which decrease as g-~no faster than g ', the functions Ut'), U'), V'), and V') areindependentof m, while U ' and V ' are at most linear in ss.
A persuasive but highly nonrigorous argument may be given as follows: Suppose we differentiate E(l. (4.5) n times with respect to m:
-(EI[-0v';, "()(')(-(t(r"vI", (~)(e"+tg&&")g -4vIy)(1(. )G", Go"] II). 
[t", v", , )] = -(e"), , v", , '-(e"), , v',.',), [a"g]"=-p(5m, + y, 5r, )y -$ y" 5Z2(sq + i gJ/Bq)p 4-5Z~Gq "G"", (6 ) , where (6.24) (6.25)
(6.26) (6.27}
The strong interactions then would enter into the effective mass shift only through the two real Aindependent parameters t'-and S: 155, 1554 (1967) . ' There is a curious problem here, related to a phenomenon first noted by S. Coleman and E. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. D 7, 1888 
